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Abstract: In aerospace industry, optimizing designs has
become inevitable in terms of weight and performance
requirements. Topology optimization is the most suitable
optimization type for use in the conceptual design phase.
Even though academic topology optimization algorithms
have a modular structure (open to development), they are
often useable for a regular design domain. Alternatively,
commercial topology optimization software products, on
the other hand, are very useful in terms of their solution
speed, accuracy, and ability to handle complex or irregular
design domains. However, the user is restricted with the
optimization algorithms available in the software, and
these software do not usually have a modular structure. In
this study, a modular topology optimization framework
that combines useful features of the academic codes (e.g.,
modularity) and the commercial software tools (e.g.,
capability of easily handling complex design domains) is
developed. The developed framework is tested on two
popular academic topology optimization problems, fol-
lowed by aerospace bracket design problem. It is observed
that the proposed framework usually provides lower
objective function values and converges to the optimum
result in fewer iterations than the Altair Optistruct topology
optimization software.

Keywords: aerospace bracket design; irregular design
domain; modular framework; structural optimization;
topology optimization.

1 Introduction

Size, shape and topology optimization methods deal with
the structural design process in different ways [1]. In a
standard size optimization problem, the optimum thick-
ness of a plate or the optimum cross-sectional area of truss
elements can be found [2]. For instance, Aslan andYıldız [3]
used size optimization techniques to obtain optimum di-
mensions of an automobile suspension arm. In shape
optimization problems, the geometric variables of the
determined design elements are seen as the elements that
determine the optimum design [4]. In a recent study, Yıldız
et al. [5] performed optimum shape design of automobile
suspension components using butterfly optimization al-
gorithm. Topology optimization, on the other hand, is used
to determine the number of holes specified in the design
space, their location, shape and their connection with the
design space [6]. Since topology optimization finds the
optimummaterial distribution that minimizes an objective
function value in the design space, it is considered as a
prerequisite for size and shape optimization.

Topology optimization has experienced an explosive
growth since its introduction in the seminal paper by
Bendsøe and Kikuchi [7]. Topology optimization ap-
proaches can be categorized into density based methods
[6, 8], level-set based methods [9, 10], topological de-
rivatives based methods [11–13], phase field approaches
[14, 15], and evolutionary approaches [16–18]. A compre-
hensive review of topology optimization approaches can
be found in Sigmund and Maute [19]. Also, the reader is
referred to Zhu et al. [20] for a recent review of research on
the integration of topology optimization and additive
manufacturing.

Topology optimization methods has also shown an
extensive range of applications in engineering over the
last years, and the recent applications include the
following studies. Yıldız [21] performed optimal structural
design of vehicle components using topology optimiza-
tion. Cavazzuti et al. [22] used topology optimization
methods to achieve high performance automotive chassis
design. Dede et al. [23] performed topology optimization,
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additive layermanufacturing, and experimental testing of
an air-cooled heat sink. Dilgen et al. [24] presented a fast
and viable approach for taking into account turbulence in
topology optimization of complex fluid flow systems.
Cheng et al. [25] performed topology optimization of
functionally graded lattice structures for the design of
additive manufactured components with stress con-
straints. Yıldız et al. [26] used topography and topology
optimization techniques to obtain lightweight design of
diesel engine components. Kollman et al. [27] developed a
deep learning model for topology optimization of 2D
metamaterials.

Topology optimization algorithms are often tested on
numerical examples with a regular design domain,
i.e., shape of the design domain is simple. For instance,
top99 code [28] and TOP3D code [29], both developed in
MATLAB, are widely used in the literature for academic
application problems, have very high success in terms of
solution speed and final topology. These codes have a
modular structure such that they are open to development.
That is, one can easily tailor these codes for his/her prob-
lem of interest. However, these codes can only solve
problems in a simple design domain (e.g., rectangular
prism for a 3-D design space). Irregular design space
problems can be handled by inserting some non-
designable hole areas and applying length scale control.
However, the complex shape of the irregular design
domain might conflict with the length scale requirement,
leading to convergence issues. Even though this problem
could be solved by employing a dynamic length scale
control, this control strategy might not be easily imple-
mented to every topology optimization algorithm.

Commercial topology optimization software products
have their own finite element (FE) analysis modules.
ANSYS, Genesis, Msc.Nastran and OptiStruct are widely
known examples of these software tools. These software
products are very useful in terms of their solution speed,
accuracy, and ability to handle complex or irregular design
domains. Even though these software are user friendly and
easy to use, the user is restricted with the optimization
algorithms available in the software, and they do not have
a modular structure that is open to development.

The objective of this paper is to develop a modular
topology optimization framework that combine useful
features of the academic codes (e.g., modularity) and the
commercial software tools (e.g., capability of easily
handling complex design domains). The remainder of
the paper is structured as follows: Basic formulation of a
topology optimization problem is presented in the next
section. Modular topology optimization framework devel-
oped in this study in explained in Section 3. The results

of the application of the proposed modular topology opti-
mization framework on two popular academic test prob-
lems and an industrial application problem (aviation
bracket design problem) is presented in Section 4.

2 Basic topology optimization
formulation

The basic formulation of a topology optimization problem
can be defined as follows [6]:

Minimize f(ρ)
Subject to ∫

Ω

ρdv ≤ V

ρ = 0 or 1,∀v ∈ Ω
(1)

with ρ: Design variable vector that consists of the artificial
density value of each element.

The function f(ρ) in Equation (1) is the objective function,
and often compliance is used as the objective function in
many structural optimization studies. The main constraint
function in Equation (1) is the volume constraint that states
that the design volume should not exceed a pre-specified

value V . The other constraint function in Equation (1) states
that the density variableρ(v) can take either the value 0 (void)
or 1 (solid material) at any design domain Ω.

In the density-based approach, the most frequently
used approach in the literature, the problem is defined by
using artificial density values to find the optimummaterial
distribution. Themost common density-basedmethods are
the homogenization method [7, 8, 30, 31] and the SIMP
method [32, 33]. In density-based approaches, the design is
expressed in two or more phases, one of which is the void
phase. In the discretized design space, the mechanical
properties of the material are calculated using a power law
that interpolates between solid and space [34]. This power
law is defined as the Solid Isotropic Material with Penali-
zation (SIMP) method in the literature. The modulus of
elastic of each element is calculated by Equation (2) spec-
ified in the standard SIMP method as follows [6]:

Ei = E(ρi) = ρp
i E (2)

with ρi: Artificial density value of each element, E: Elastic
modulus of the solid material and p: Penalty factor.

In this study, the penalty factor is chosen as p = 3
following Bendsøe and Sigmund [6]. In a finite element
split design,filters need to be added to the problem in order
to define the relationship of elements with neighboring
elements and to eliminate checkerboard effects [35]. In
addition, a modified SIMP method was created by adding
an element with a low elastic modulus to the equation to
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avoid the singularity problem during the FE analysis. The
modified SIMP method offers many advantages for adding
filters and the formulation in Equation (3) is used [36].

Ei = E(ρi) = ρp
i (E0 − Emin) + Emin (3)

with E0: Elastic modulus of the solid material and Emin:
Elastic modulus of the void material (non-zero in order to
avoid singularity).

Nonlinear programming problems with minimum
flexibility objective function, used quite frequently in to-
pology optimization, can be solved by sequential convex
approaches such as sequential quadratic programming [37]
and method of moving asymptotes, MMA [38]. The Opti-
mality Criteria method, a historically older method, is still
one of the most used methods due to its numerical
simplicity and efficiency [39].

As noted earlier, even though academic codes have
very high success in terms of solution speed and final to-
pology, and have a modular structure such that they are
open to development, they can usually solve problems in a
simple design domain. Their use in irregular design space
problems is not straightforward. On the other hand, com-
mercial topology optimization software products can easily
handle complex or irregular design space problems, but
they do not have a modular structure. In this study, a
modular topology optimization framework that combine
useful features of the academic codes (e.g., modularity)
and the commercial software tools (e.g., capability of easily
handling complex design domains) is developed. The de-
tails of the developed modular topology optimization
framework are presented in the next section.

3 Proposed modular topology
optimization framework

Topology optimization problems can be formulated in
different ways according to the objective and constraint
functions. In this study, theminimum compliance problem
is used to find the optimum design topology. The objective
is to generate the minimum strain energy in the con-
strained volume of the design under the applied forces. The
minimum compliance problem can be formulated as [28]:

Minimize C(ρ) = uTK(ρ)u
Subject to K(ρ)u = f

∑
N

i=1
ρivi − V ≤ 0

0 ≤ ρmin ≤ ρi ≤ 1, i = 1,…,N

(4)

with ρ: Artificial density vector containing all the design
variables, C: Compliance matrix of the structure, K: Global

stiffness matrix, u: Displacement vector, f: External force
vector, ρi and vi: Artificial density and the volume of the
finite element, respectively, N: Total number of elements,
V : Constrained volume of the design space and ρmin:
Number close to zero to avoid the singularity problem.

Themodulus of elasticity of each element is calculated
by Equation (3).

Since the formulated topology optimization problem is
often solved by a gradient-based optimization method,
derivatives of the elasticity matrix according to C(ρ) design
variables are needed. Derivatives are calculated with the
adjoint variable method as stated in Equations (5) and (6):

∂c(ρ)
∂ρi

= −uT∂K(ρ)
∂ρi

u (5)

∂K(ρ)
∂ρi

= ∂

∂ρi
∑
N

i=1
[Emin + ρp

i (E0 − Emin)]K0
i

= pρp−1
i (E0 − Emin)K0

i (6)

with K0
i : Global stiffness matrix.

If this matrix is substituted into Equation (6), then
Equation (7) that reduce it from the global level to the
element level can be obtained as follows:

∂c(ρ)
∂ρi

= −p[ρp−1
i (E0 − Emin)]uT

i Kiui (7)

with ui: Displacement at the nodes of a finite element and
Ki: Local stiffness matrix of that element.

Numerical difficulties such as mesh-dependency,
checkerboard pattern and local minimum are encoun-
tered in the topology optimizationmethod [6]. Densityfilter
method, which is a widely used type of editing techniques,
is used to reduce numerical difficulties. In this study, the
density filter function [40] stated in Equation (8) is used:

x̃i =
∑
j∈Ni

Hijvjxj

∑
j∈Ni

Hijvj
(8)

with Ni: Neighborhood term of the finite element xi with
volume vi.

When calculating the neighborhood term, firstly, the
distance between the center of each finite element and
the centers of all other finite elements is calculated. Then,
the distance function,Hij, between a given filter size, R, and
neighboring elements, which acts as a weighting factor, is
calculated using Equation (9) following Liu and Tovar [29].

Hij = R − dist(i, j) (9)

with R: Neighborhood size or filter size, and the function
dist (i, j): Distance between the centers of the finite element
i, and the finite element j.
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When defining the neighborhood term, the cases
where the distance between the centers of the finite ele-
ments is less than the specified filter size [29] are examined
and expressed as in Equation (10):

Ni = {j : dist (i, j) ≤ R} (10)

One of the difficulties of topology optimization is to
integrate the problem with many design variables, and
medium-sized constraint functions into mathematical
programming [6]. The MMA algorithm [38], which gives
very good results in a short time for large-scale topology
optimization problems, is used in this study. The flowchart
of the topology optimization framework developed in this
study (named as IGEA method, reflecting the initials of the
authors) is given in Figure 1.

The detailed explanations of the steps in the flowchart,
which is fully automated using MATLAB software, are as
follows:
(1) The design variables determined by the user in the first

iteration are updated by the optimization algorithm at
each iteration.

(2) Since the densities of all finite elements are the design
variables of the optimization problem, the elasticity
modulus specific to each element is calculated from
Equation (3), used in the modified SIMP method, and
assigned to the relevant element using the material
property card.

(3) The elasticitymodulus values, the input of thematerial
cards, are entered into the input file of an FE prepro-
cessor. In this study,weuseHypermesh software as the
FE processor, but any FE preprocessor can be used
within this modular framework. The created input file
is loaded into the Hypermesh software automatically,
and then FE analysis is performed. In this study,weuse
HyperWorks Optistruct solver as the FE solver, but any
FE solver can be used within this modular framework.
After all processes are completed, the program is
closed.

(4) The objective function specified globally in Equation (2)
can be expressed by Equation (11) at the element level.
Notice that the compliance is the sumof the strain energy
of each finite element.

C(ρ) = uTK(ρ)u = ∑
N

i=1
uT
i Kiui (11)

(5) The volume constraint function is calculated from
Equation (12) at each iteration, and it is ensured that
the constraint is violated.

∑
N

i=1
ρivi − V ≤ 0 (12)

(6) Since the MMA optimization algorithm is a gradient-
based algorithm, the derivatives of the objective
function must be calculated according to the design
variables. These derivatives are calculated using
Equation (13). Derivatives calculated with the density
filter used in order to reduce the numerical difficulties
specified in Equation (8) are filtered and input into
the optimization.

∂c(ρ)
∂ρi

= −p[ρp−1
i (E0 − Emin)]uT

i Kiui (13)

(7) The objective and constraint functions aswell as their
derivatives with respect to the filtered design vari-
ables are fed into the optimizer, and values of the
design variables for the next iteration are computed
(i.e., design variables are updated). The updated
design variables are filtered using the density filter
before starting the new iteration, and steps in the
flowchart are followed until convergence is achieved.

4 Results

The accuracy and efficiency of the IGEA method is first
tested on two frequently used academic problems in the
literature: the fixed beam problem, and the Messersch-
mitt–Bolkow–Blohm (MBB) beamproblem. Then, the IGEA
method is applied to an industrial application problem:
aviation bracket design. All these problems are solved us-
ing both the IGEA method and the Altair Optistruct topol-
ogy optimization software (Version 2017.2), and the results
are compared. In Optistruct, the following settings are used
for all problems: dual algorithm based on separable

Figure 1: Flowchart of the modular IGEA topology optimization framework.
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convex approximation is used as optimization method,
convergence check is included in optimization setup using
the control card of relative convergence criterion, and the
value of ρmin is adjusted using minimum material density
parameter. The same convergence check for compliance is
used for both IGEA andOptistruct, and this value is varied for
different problems. Similarly, minimum element density is
taken as ρmin = 0.01 in both IGEA and Optistruct solutions.

4.1 The fixed beam problem

The fixed beam problem is indicated in Figure 2. The beam
is fully fixed at the right end, and loaded at the other end
with a constant distributed (along the z-axis) load of
5000 N. The beam is divided into 600 finite elements in
total by using 30, 10 and 2 elements in the x, y and z axis,
respectively. The parameter in volume constraint is taken

asV = 0.7. That is, the ratio of the final volume to the initial
volume should be 0.7 (i.e., the optimum design should be
at least 30% lighter than the initial design). The beam is
optimized for minimum compliance.

In IGEA method, the values of the artificial densities
(i.e., design variables) of all elements is taken as 0.7 (the
volume ratio) in the first iteration of MMA algorithm. The
optimization process is continued until the relative change
of the objective function between the two consecutive it-
erations is less than 10−6. In Optistruct, the default opti-
mization settings are used.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the objective function
(compliance) with respect to iterations for the fixed beam
problem, solved by using both IGEA and Optistruct. It is
seen that IGEA yields a smaller compliance value than
Optistruct. It is also seen that IGEA is converged in 31 it-
erations, whereas Optistruct is converged in 202 iterations.

The optimum topologies obtained by using IGEA and
Optistruct are shown in Figure 4. Note that the raw results
(i.e., topologies corresponding to the values of design
variables in the last iteration) are used in comparison,
because post-processor of Optistruct uses an extra filter
when visualizing the final topology. Figure 4 shows that
the optimum topologies obtained using IGEA and Optis-
truct are similar to each other in general terms. However, as
noted earlier, IGEA yields smaller compliance values than
Optistruct.

4.2 The MBB beam problem

The initial design, loading and boundary conditions for the
MBB beam problem are shown in Figure 5. The beam is
simply supported at both ends, and a constant distributed
(along z-axis) load of 1 N is applied to the beam in the
middle. The beam is divided into 600 finite elements in
total by using 30, 10 and 2 elements in the x, y and z axes,
respectively. As in Problem #1, the parameter in volume

constraint is taken as V = 0.7. The beam is optimized for
minimum compliance.

Figure 2: Initial design, loading and boundary conditions for the fixed beam problem.
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The variation of the objective function with respect to
the iterations is given in Figure 6. It is found that the op-
timum compliance obtained with IGEA is 0.86 times
smaller than that of the Optistruct. It is also found that
IGEA converges to the optimum result in six iterations,
while the Optistruct converges in nine iterations.

Figure 7 shows that the optimum topologies obtained
using IGEA and Optistruct are similar in outline, whereas
the IGEA optimum has a hole in the middle. However,
when the result of the Optistruct software is examined in
detail, when the front row of elements is masked in the
z-axis with 10 elements, the optimum design attained
by Optistruct has also a gap in the middle, as shown in
Figure 8.

4.3 Aviation bracket design

Finally, topology optimization of an aviation bracket is
studied as an application problem. This bracket is aimed to
be used in aerospace products (not explicitly stated due to
confidentiality) produced by TurkishAerospace Industries.
The design volume is given as 0.2, 0.1 and 0.03m in the x, y
and z axes, respectively. A constant distributed load of
100N in applied to the hole (shown in Figure 9) along x and
y axes, and fixed support conditions are applied at the left
end as shown in Figure 9.

The bracket is to be manufactured through additive
manufacturing. The material of the bracket is 30 µm
AlSi10Mg powder provided by SLM Solutions [41], which
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Figure 3: Variation of the objective function (compliance) with respect to iterations for the fixed beam problem.

Figure 4: Fixed beam, a) front view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, b) front view of the optimum topology obtained with
IGEA, c) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, d) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with IGEA.
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has properties close to aluminum material suitable for
aviation quality, and its mechanical properties are pre-
sented in Table 1. Samples are produced by using three
different manufacturing angles: 0° (horizontal), 45°, and
90° (vertical), and tensile tests are performed to obtain the
modulus of elasticity and the yield stress according to DIN
EN ISO 6892-1 using Zwick 1484 testing machine [41]. It is
found that the lowest mechanical properties are attained
when the manufacturing angle is 90°. Therefore, these
mechanical property values are used in design of this part,
to be conservative.

The aviation bracket is modeled with a total of 58,224
finite elements, and the optimization problem specified in

Equation (4) is solved using both IGEA and Optistruct. The
compliance (strain energy sum of all elements) is used as
the objective function, the force equation fromHooke’s law
is used, V is taken as 0.7. The optimization iterations are
continued until the relative change of the objective func-
tions between the two consecutive iterations is less
than 10−3.

The variation of the objective function with respect to
the iterations is given in Figure 10. It is found that the
optimum compliance value obtained using IGEA is 0.87
times smaller than that of the Optistruct. It is also observed
that IGEA converges to the optimum result in six iterations,
whereas Optistruct converges in 15 iterations.
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Figure 6: Variation of the objective function (compliance) with respect to iterations for the MBB beam problem.

Figure 5: Initial design, loading and boundary conditions for the MBB beam problem.
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Figure 11 depicts the final topologies obtained using
IGEA and Optistruct. Figure 11a and b show that the
circumference of the region constrained by the boundary

condition is formed in a similar way. Also, Figure 11c and
d show that the material distribution around the hole is
similar. On the other hand, since the optimization

Figure 7: MBB beam, a) front view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, b) front view of the optimum topology obtained with
IGEA, c) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, d) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with IGEA.
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algorithms of IGEA and Optistruct are different, there exist
apparent differences in the final topologies.

To provide another comparison, an additional im-
aging filter (a property available in Optistruct) is

applied to the Optistruct results. Figure 12 depicts a

comparison of the IGEA results and “additionally
filtered” Optistruct results. The optimization results are

now more similar.
It is also noteworthy that the additional display filter is

used for post-processing, but can manipulate results

incorrectly. For example, when the additionally filtered

results in Figure 13 are examined, it is seen that some of the

elements with an artificial density value of 0 are still pre-

served in the design, while some elements of the elements

with a higher density value are deleted. Therefore, com-

parison of the raw results of the Optistruct is more

meaningful.

Figure 8: The gap in the middle of the optimum design attained by Optistruct.

Figure 9: Initial design, loading and boundary conditions for the aviation bracket problem.

Table : Mechanical properties of AlSiMg powder used in pro-
duction (SLM Solutions, AlSiMg).

Manufacturing angle Mean Standard deviation

Modulus of elas-
ticity (GPa)

° (horizontal)  

°  

° (vertical)  

Yield strength
(MPa)

° (horizontal)  

°  

° (vertical)  
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5 Conclusions

In this study, a topology optimization framework, which
has a modular structure and works fully automatically
using MATLAB software, was developed. The performance
of the proposed framework is tested on two popular aca-
demic topology optimization problems, followed by an
industrial application problem, and compared to that of

the Optistruct software. From the results obtained, the

following conclusions could be drawn:
– For the academic problems, it was observed that IGEA

provided smaller lower objective function values than

Optistruct, and converges to the optimum result in

fewer iterations. In addition, when the optimum to-

pologies were compared, they were very similar. These

examples validated the IGEA.

Figure 11: Aviation bracket, a) front view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, b) front view of the optimum topology obtained
with IGEA, c) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, d) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with IGEA.
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Figure 10: Variation of the objective function with respect to iterations, for the aviation bracket design problem.
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Figure 13: Artificial density distribution of the result with the additional imaging filter for the aviation bracket problem.

Figure 12: Aviation bracket, a) front view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, b) front view of the optimum topology obtained
with IGEA, c) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with Optistruct, d) Isometric view of the optimum topology obtained with IGEA.
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– For the aerospace bracket problem, it was found that
the optimum compliance value obtained using IGEA
was 0.87 times smaller than that of the Optistruct.
Also, IGEA converged to the optimum in six iterations,
whereas Optistruct converged in 15 iterations.

In additive manufacturing, the position of the part relative
to the table has a substantial effect on the mechanical
properties. Therefore, it is technologically important to
develop a topology optimization framework that can
handle uncertainties. IGEA has a modular structure that
could support the ability to design under uncertainty, and
by further developing IGEA reliability-based and/or robust
topology optimization frameworks could be developed.
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